






































 

2  P a g e  
 

“Promoting investment in improved facilities and new opportunities is one of the best ways to 
stimulate jobs and growth in communities. Under this plan, Crown land will be managed in a way 
that encourages appropriate and sustainable investment and generates an appropriate return from 
commercial activities.” 

A network of ow-cost camping grounds can be easi y activated across NSW, with minima  cost to 
the NSW Government or its Crown and managers. This requires some changes to the NSW P anning 
Regu ations to enab e f exibi ity in infrastructure requirements based on the type of camping being 
provided.  

Given the Crown and is community and, there needs to be a simp ified process for managers and 
potentia  investors to seek consent for activities on this and. Additiona  uses wi  be vita  to the 
ongoing viabi ity of many showgrounds, therefore there needs to be a simp e and consistent process 
that supports activities that provide a positive outcome for the and and the community. This 
stream ined process needs to recognise that existing users may be re uctant to accept change due 
to historica  reasons, but they shou d not be an impediment to progress or future use of this pub ic 
and. 

Support showgrounds to expand and sustain their operations 

“We will work with showground managers to help them expand their commercial and community 
operations.” 

 has witnessed first-hand where showground managers have attempted to work with  
to deve op new opportunities in terms of ow-cost camping through a ease arrangement with 

to operate on their beha f. This has been rejected by Crown Land po icy staff because it was 
considered inconsistent with the purpose of the showground. f showground managers are going to 
have to be more financia y sustainab e, they need to be ab e to consider more options for the use of 
the Crown and. Showground managers may not have the capacity or capabi ity to manage 
camping grounds, however can provide this expertise at no cost to the Crown, if access to this 
and can be provided. 

Support peak body community organisations 

“There are opportunities for us to work directly with the peak bodies, simplifying the process of 
engaging with Crown land and saving time for the volunteers who often run these organisations at 
the local level.” 

. We are prepared to work with Crown ands to deve op 
a temp ate for showgrounds to expand the network of ow-cost RV parks across NSW. This mode  can 
be made avai ab e to a  showgrounds and other managers of Crown and to simp ify the process of 
site p anning, deve opment app ications and operation of these parks, whi st minimising the capita  
cost of the deve opment and improving the financia  viabi ity of the ands under management. 

 



 
 

 

 

  
 

20 August 2020 

 

NSW Government  

  

To Whom it May Concern,  

 

Re: Draft State Strategic Plan for Crown land 

 

We represent  

 

 

 It is with this perspective we provide comments on the draft State 

Strategic Plan for Crown land (attached form). 

 

Despite the documents’ inclusion of priorities that expand green space and climate change resilience, we do 

not feel the document goes far enough in considering estuarine and coastal ecosystems in the maintenance of 

natural spaces or climate change resilience. Over 80 % of the NSW population lives within 50 km of the 

coast, and continued access to intact aquatic ecosystems for recreational purposes such as fishing, swimming, 

boating, snorkeling and diving is central to our quality of living. Additionally, marine habitats such as shellfish 

reefs and mangroves, can act as natural barriers to shoreline erosion and loss as result of sea level rise or 

increased storm events. Thus, the strategic plan needs to more explicitly consider human connection to and 

dependence on these ecosystems for recreational and climate change resilience purposes.  

 

Jurisdictional and licencing complexities have, historically, been an impediment to restoration of coastal 

ecosystems in NSW. Coastal restoration is now a growth industry, nationally, and we welcome a streamlined 

Crown lands licencing process that provides a clear pathway for such projects to be progressed in NSW.  

 

We are concerned that the suggested outcomes and initiatives that will support infrastructure projects and 

simplify licencing for domestic waterfront structures will lead to excessive shoreline development. The 

“urban sprawl” of built structures such as seawalls, is leading to the loss and degradation of coastal and marine 

habitats. More than 50% of the Sydney foreshore is modified by infrastructure such as seawalls and this figure 

is similar for other urbanised estuaries within the state. These structures typically support reduced biodiversity 

as compared to the natural habitats they replace, due to their comparatively smooth and homogenous surface, 

and their differing material properties. Recognising this issue, the plan should state that nature-based 

approaches should be considered first, and where marine structures are absolutely necessary, they must 

incorporate sustainable design of marine built structures.  

 

We thank you for your consideration of our recommendations and look forward to the viewing the final 

document.    

.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

































































































































































































































































From:
To: Lands-Water CL Enquiries Mailbox
Subject: HPE CM: SSP crown Land
Date: Thursday, 20 August 2020 8:55:41 PM

Submission for crown lands
*Even though the use of travelling stock routes has changed over the years, they are an important part in the
rural landscape for the refuge of domestic farm animals in hard times. They should also be lighty revegetated,
maintained with improved pastures, and used as biodiversity areas for native flora and fauna.
*Beaches, open spaces and parks, sporting facilities, show grounds, caravan parks and public halls should
always remain under the protection of the government and not exposed to native title claims.
*A 2 year statutory date should be set for all native title claims, this will ensure future security for crown land
tenure.
*Consultation with lease holders and affected stakeholders is extremely important. The affected lease holders
should be considered over other emotive stakeholders who have nothing invested, so have nothing to lose in
the outcomes.
*All extreme weather events are now blamed on climate change....but we have had catastrophic fires, floods
and droughts in the past. Ongoing maintanance and hazard reduction is essential for all areas of crown land.
*As typical in any government submissions that we have done in the past few years, there appears to be a
bias in the questions asked. The questions are set to lead you to a predetermined outcome. This is
fundamentally wrong.
*Though we believe there should be some native title claims, we also believe that along with the privilege of
owning the land, comes great responsibilities that go with it, such as matainance , weed control and generally,
value adding to the asset. All land acquired should be reassessed every 5 years to ensure this is being done.
Equally, consideration should be given to the Australian communities and their needs.

We cannot change history but should instead learn from it.
Regards

Please do not publish our names
Thankyou

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you
are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender. Views expressed in this
message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of their organisation.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dealing/activity 

Name of dealing/activity:   River and native animal protection 

Reference :    

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Your feedback 

How do you currently use or enjoy 
the site that may be impacted by the 
dealing or activity? :  

Crown land between   was reserved in the 1800s for local 
residents to relax and enjoy the   River and this continues now 

Describe how the proposed dealing 
or activity will have an impact (either 
positive or negative) on the ways you 
currently use or enjoy the site? :  

The River its endangered woodlands, flora, and fauna are now under threat 
from development for homes, pollution from homes running off into creeks 
is already a problem along with the dropping of litter in streets this will 
increase once thousands of home are built and the roads, etc., to service 
them. New and existing residents will and already require a quiet place to 
relax, The River as it leaves the   contains 
the cleanest water within the Sydney Basin and has been used as a 
benchmark by NSW Water for best quality water.  

Is the site important to you for any 
other reasons you have not 
mentioned?:  

The last Chlamydia Free and expanding koala population was rediscovered in 
1986 and since then has had worldwide interest. This population has now 
stretch down through  , up to 

. Articles in 
the National Geographic and international Readers Digest magazines has 
further highlighted the population along with Australian television 
progammes  

Do you have any other comments?:  

The   National Park proposal is with State Government 
now and should be created to protect the region and its unique and well 
knows properties. Land has been purchased by State Government at the rear 
of   River but thus far 
no workable wildlife corridors have been installed or planned across this 
property   to ensure the future movement 
between the   Rivers.   Priority 
Growth Plan will destroy approximately 6,000 hectares of farm and bushland 
thus destroying koala habitat and increasing heat to temperatures beyond 
the capacity of human or native animals and bushland to exist. Temperatures 
in   this summer were 2 degrees higher than the year before 
and it is obvious that with climate change and 40,000 dark rooved homes to 
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be built 50‐degrees and higher will not be unusual in the near future. It is 
essential that State and Federal Government recognises the depth of feeling 
within the wider community including overseas residents to protect the 

Koala population, its habitat and wildlife corridors or they will 
be lost  

Privacy & confidentiality 

You can not complete your 
submission until you indicate your 
confidentiality preference below. :  

 

confidential ‐:    

semi‐public ‐:    

public ‐ :    

Please indicate your confidentiality 
preference from the following 
options::  

semi‐public 

 

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender. Views expressed in this message are those of the individual 
sender, and are not necessarily the views of their organisation.  




























































































































































































































